


AIRCASSETTE APP TURNS YOUR IPHONE INTO A 80S 
CASSETTE PLAYER WITH MODERN DAY FUNCTIONALITIES. 


ESPOO, Finland - October 26, 2011 - Today, Majasalmi Ltd has released 
AirCassette cassette player app for iPhone and iPod Touch. 

RETROFY YOUR HIFI SYSTEM
AirCassette is a cassette player application for iPhone and iPod Touch. The playing song information is written on the cassette label. The tape spins realistically while the music plays. Rewind and fast forward are also animated to really take you back to the 80s. 

SHARE 
Choose your favourite from a selection of nostalgic cassette tapes, and share it with your friends on Facebook or via email. The name of the song, artist and album is written on the shared cassette label. Support your favourite artist by sharing an iTunes song preview and a link to the iTunes Store. You can even share the entire song queue with your friends, and let them know what will be the soundtrack of your day. 

QUEUE 
With AirCassette you can listen to music without interruption while you browse your music library and add tracks to the play queue. In the queue view you can check the number of songs in the queue and the playing time of the entire queue. You can delete one song at a time with a swipe-to-delete gesture, or clear the entire queue with one tap. You can also save your queues as mixtapes. 

AIRPLAY®
AirCassette supports AirPlay®. Stream your iPhone's music library wirelessly to external speakers for the ultimate AirCassette Experience.

INTUITIVE USER INTERFACE
AirCassette is not just a stylish and nostalgic cassette player, but also a modern music player equipped with an intuitive user interface. Browsing your music library has never been so fast and easy. You can find all your favourite tracks faster than you can say "I love the 80s".


ABOUT MAJASALMI LTD
Majasalmi Ltd is an independent mobile application development company based in Espoo, Finland. For more information please email info@aircassette.com.
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Website: http://www.aircassette.com
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRr94N5D-EQ
Screenshots, Images, icon: http://www.aircassette.com/aircassette_pr.zip
App Store: http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/aircassette/id445325105?ls=1&mt=8
